TWO HANDLED PEWTER BOWLS - a c- A 'CONFUSION' OF BOWLS !!!
This is another inconclusive article assembled from images of two handled pewter bowls. These have a long history as will be seen.
Whilst many were made plain some have been wriggleworked. Some were decorated with wrigglework in the 1600s and others in Victorian times and perhaps later.
All this article does then is show a few images of such bowls, some with size details if known.

Their purpose is usually suggested as a shared drinking bowl – sometimes called a loving cup sometimes for toasting.

Starting then with one recently offered for sale likely made in the middle to late 20th century –

Advertised as Vintage and large though actual size is only 3.5 cup diameter and 2.5 inches in height
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Two handled Cup approx. measurements 7 inches tall 8 inches rim diameter 6 inches base diameter.
Unmarked.
Holds around 98 fluid ounces water before spilling. Weighs 1844 grams (just over 4 lbs)
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Fellow pewter collectors write –
As far as I know there are many religious items that did not have marks as god is the creator and no one can create as him. This is
supposed to be the reason that many flagons and church items are found unmarked. The plaque looks like a bad 3rd generation copy
that is poorly soldered. I still offer $15 post paid.
I think as you will remember I was sceptical, although I did not compare with what pictures I had it did remind me of some
Fitzwilliam pieces. One point of interest, particularly from your point of view, is whether the cup itself is genuine and just the
plaque a forgery. I mentioned before there is I think a wriggle decorated piece in the WCOP Collection which to me looks
similar. At this time I do not know whether it has a touch or not.
There seemed to be an emphasis in these Neate/Navarro items on Royal associated pieces, particularly James II. It in a sense
fits a pattern, Navarro was a staunch Roman Catholic and probably had so to speak Jacobite sympathies. I think
in England in the 1690s if you were a Jacobite you would not have wanted to have advertised it, whatever in the era of
Romantic Jacobitism in the 1720s and 1730s you might have had engraved on your wine glasses. Very few of the English
and Welsh Romantic Jacobite’s actually turned out for the Bonny Prince.
Asked is it easy to make such a plaque – response – Simple is not the right word, what is more suitable is, technically
possible. If you make a wooden former you can either make a plaster of paris mould or sand cast, it seems unlikely you would
go to the expense of making a bronze or steel mould. We today would use latex rubber, but that would not have been available
in the late 1920s. Somebody who had the training could do it, repeatedly.
Another Old Pewter Authority a collector of many years and a published author said on examining this –
“probably made from a champagne bucket, handles unaligned, handle terminals not finished as we would expect, rim simply
turned down, foot showing less ware than the rim, evidence around the plaque left by its attachment; so not right and likely
early 1900s.
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To respond to that comment - the known 1900s forward catalogues of Farrow & Jackson (suppliers to the licenced trade), John
Jewsbury, Pearson Page, Robert Normansell, Englefields 1903-1950, Deakins, James Yates to 1983, and A E Williams were
searched and no such piece of the size and shape could be found. Perhaps a European Champagne Bucket then? The handles
look beautifully proportioned to the piece. All looks fairly basic other than the plaque. The foot is in keeping for apparent aging
with other pieces of that supposed age. This not to fully disagree with the comments made - simply to search for evidence that
justifies them.
This plaque does appear on two accepted fakes – and they have alleged makers marks – it is likely the buyers of fakes
appreciated something a little better.
See nos 15 and 16 large plates below
This piece had one or two small holes in the base which have been repaired by a pewterer of perhaps 50
years pewter working experience.
He was asked if he thought the piece and the medallion were fake or genuine. He said that within his
experience they were genuine and of the age claimed, made as would be expected. As to being faked he
replied - "why bother? !"

A reminder of a better decorated 2 handled cup – rim better, bucket not as pronounced a cone, footrim and handles similar – decidedly posher!
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No 15 (not listed by JG) 18” diameter dated 1685 marks of pewterer perhaps those of Richard
Gardiner of London (mark said by Gadd to be faked) working from 1670 – “MONMOUTH YE TRAITOR”

Richard Neate sold this with No. 16 following to Navarro in 1929 (NAV 184-1933)

No 16 (not listed by JG) 18” diameter marks of pewterer perhaps those of William Pettifer of
London working from 165-1680 – “ARGYLL YE TRAITOR” No evidence of aging to wrigglework.. as for
No15..
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Richard Neate sold this with No. 15 before to Navarro in 1929 (NAV185-1933)
Comparison of the two plaques – are there any small differences – other than maybe caused by wear and time
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Other bowls appear below of which the perhaps 3 different ones shown appear to be genuine and are
decorated in keeping with the age claimed 1650-1700, though the handles to the second are unusual.
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Photograph taken in 2015 at Stirling

Photograph taken at Harvard House

SBT LISTING 800/456
1660 to
1670
A Charles II two-handled posset or toasting cup,
used at banquets; height 5 7/8'; top diameter 6 1/2',
the base 5 5/8'; engraved with wriggled work front
and back - a bird, roses, foliage etc; inside base the
touch WB in a diamond (OP 5480); English, circa
1660-70.
touch : stamp : base interior :diamond : WB
purchaser :Neish, Alexander (Mr)
vendor : Mundey, Richard
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USA PRIVATE COLLECTION
Dimensions are: Height – 6 in : Base width – 5 5/8in : Rim width – 6 1/4in
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Published by HHC in 1932 - In Pewter Down the Ages

NOTE SIZE IS 8” SO APPARENTLY MADE IN SIZES 6 7
AND 8 INCHES HEIGHT.
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WCOP CATALOGUE OF 1979 PAGE 63

A Fine Charles II Loving Cup, the body engraved with tulips in £900
‘wriggle-work’ with everted rim and moulded base 9½ in. across the
handles, 5¾ in. diameter at base circa. 1670

Ex Bertie Isher collection 1976 Cheltenham
Sale
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A MUG ILLUSTRATING CONTEMPORARY USE OF MEDALLIONS
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FROM THE ALFRED B YEATES COLLECTION BOOK

Richard Mundey worked the Caledonian Market according to his own writings in 1932.
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Alfred B Yeates Collection
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The following item on the same page as the above is a different shape but the marks are those found on certain established fakes
Cotterell wrote that these were marks to be very, very, doubtful of. They occur on fakes in Birmingham Museum. Remember this is a
different shape and these are different marks. It is simply by the company they keep that they are associated with others.
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The following is the illustration attributed to no.25 - same description as no. 3 – some confusion then – in different collection books.
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1686 Lead glazed earthen ware with white slip coat and incised decoration. Oliver Williams maker Barnstaple Bideford area. Museum
number C.107-1978 (V&A) Included to show ‘harp’ shaped handles were used at that date – see Alfred B Yeates collection for several
examples in pewter.
Posset Pot
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I wonder if the V&A website or Angus Patterson would provide photos showing the art work? – Yes!
Alfred B Yeates

no.27 book 2. Museum ref M.43-1945 hand written register states – modern reproduction –
no reason given
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A COLLECTOR WRITES The way the handles have been amended to fit raises obvious concerns, there is not seen handles cut down like these
on a genuine piece; even now they only just fit. Have they been radically adjusted to fit a rather small and odd shaped
body which body is most likely to be the remnants of something else too damaged to be repaired and perhaps saved
for some use like this. The mark does look convincing. It looks 18th century rather than 17th. Of course, it may have
been cut from an 18th century plate or something similar to provide a new bottom.
Although there is a lot of wriggle work there is also decoration made by punching and some line engraving. In that
sense the decoration is quite sophisticated. Similar wriggle work decoration is unknown of on genuine English
pewter.
Has the decoration been copied from something like a piece of stump work embroidery of the period 1660-1690? The
style of the clothes looks similar and the inclusion of odd things like the ladybird, perhaps wasp, snake, is period,
similar things are to be found in such contemporary work. Was the original that this was being copied perhaps not
from the UK.
The figure of the women with child looks like a Madonna and Child, not very acceptable to Protestants, as a subject of
RC veneration. The figure with the sword and scales is perhaps not justice but liberty as she is not blindfolded and that
with the anchor is hope. The figure pouring something from a two-banded pot into a one handle cup similar to this
two-handle cup is apparent. The building in the background looks more like something from a contemporary Italian
picture than one from Britain or the Netherlands. Perhaps the decoration on this pierce was carried out somewhere
like Germany, perhaps by Weygang.
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